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combustion technology, e.g. of rocket engines, there is a need for a method of injection of a fluid into a combustion chamber. At present this is done by a nozzle that is actuated by a nozzle driver which receives

commands from a thrust control. Such a nozzle comprises a housing, a connection piece in which the nozzle driver is arranged, and an aperture leading to the combustion chamber. Since the nozzle driver does not
remain in place during combustion, it is necessary to provide for the insertion of the nozzle driver into the nozzle and holding it there. In order to be able to introduce the nozzle driver, it is necessary for it to have a

connection piece which is fitted into the nozzle. If a nozzle is used which consists of an insertable tube, it is not possible to introduce the nozzle driver through the nozzle driver assembly of the combustion
chamber, since the nozzle driver is surrounded by the chamber when it is inserted. In this case the prior art consists of making a hole in the insertable tube of the nozzle and inserting the nozzle driver through this

hole. One disadvantage of such an arrangement is that the nozzle loses a portion of its strength. Another disadvantage is that after combustion the nozzle has to be replaced.TORRINGTON, CONNECTICUT,
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